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Pointers
Cogwheel: Study of the United Oxford Hos-
pitals by McKinsey and Company, who were
asked to examine the use and misuse of
resources. Their suggestions included closing
down two small peripheral units, decentraliza-
tion of financial control, and improving manage-
ment structure by creating a small executive
committee. Two great advantages of this com-
mittee are "the speed and authority with which
decisions can be taken" (p. 682).

Memory: In the thirteenth Victor Horsley
Memorial lecture Professor J. Z. Young dis-
cusses the mechanisms of memory and its value
(p. 647). Leader on this page.

Vein Grafts: Valuable role in salvage of limbs
at risk of major amputation (p. 653).

Breast Cancer: Rate of sebum excretion found
to be significandy increased. This is thought to
be of recent onset and progressive in these
patients (p. 665).

Other Clinical Studies: Tissue exposure to
cortisol in late pregnancy (p. 657); phenformin
(p. 660); pseudomonas infections of the bronchi
(p. 663); scorpion pancreatitis (p. 666); halo-
thane and bromsulphthalein clearance (p. 668);.
jejunal schistosomiasis and malabsorption (p.
671).

Spinal Cord Compression: Second of Mr.
Bernard Harries's two "Current Practice"
articles (p. 673).

Anthelmintics: Discussed in "Today's Drugs"
(p. 676).

Entrapment Neuropathy: Pathogenesis and
clinical effects discussed in a leader (p 645).

Unheard Voices: The consultant in physical
medicine (p. 685).

Monitoring in Anaesthesia: Report of conference
at Royal College of Surgeons (p. 686).

Personal View: Dr. J. L. Crammer (p. 688).
Letters: Mild ulcerative colitis, diazepam and
muscle relaxants, light therapy in neonates,
G.M.C., and hospital medical staffing.

Rabies: Quarantine extended (p. 700).

Council: Discussing the Association's finances,
representation of non-clinical M.R.C. staffs,
second Green Paper, and Todd report (Supple-
ment, p. 79).

G.M.C.: Proceedings of Disciplinary Com-
mittee (Supplement, p. 84).

Modes of Memory
Man is remarkable for the intelligent use he makes of an enormous fund
of memories. A person's memory is usually good if his general intelligence
is high, but the relation is not direct. There are rare "memory-men" of
only average intellect whose rote memory seems unlimited.1 More ordinary
mortals of average general intelligence differ in specific aptitudes-for
music, mathematics, or language, for example-and with each aptitude
goes a particular facility for recall of the relevant themes, symbols, or
phrases.
The passage of years finds many of us suffering from an inability to

recall names, which may then suddenly come easily at a later hour, as if
effort or anxiety had inhibited recall and relaxation assisted it. These in-
fluences are encountered clinically when hysterical amnesia springs from
acute anxiety and when relaxation induced by hypnotism or an injected
sedative releases the memories.2 Behind the apparently hysterical amnesia
there may be an organic brain disorder,2 since this will predispose to the
crude psychological mechanisms of hysterical dissociation.3
The impairment of memory in organic brain disorders affects especially

the capacity to form new memories and to recall recent events. The
syndrome is non-specific4 and found in -such conditions as senility,
Alzheimer's disease (a presenile dementia), cerebral tumours, and cerebral
neurosyphilis, or after cerebral anoxia, and usually accompanies intel-
lectual and social deterioration. More selective in its special memory
deficit is the Korsakoff syndrome that follows alcoholism, in which
lesions are found in the mammillary bodies and the medial thalamus.5
A similar failure of memory for recent events follows bilateral damage

to, or operative removal of, the hippocampal gyrus and hippocampus.
The hippocampus is linked to the mammillary bodies by the fornix,
surgical section of which can also impair recent memory.6 7 It seems that
the system comprising hippocampus and mammillary bodies aids the
formation in other parts of the brain of a lasting record of events. It may
also help in the retrieval of previous memories from storage. Operative
removal of temporal lobe can be followed by amnesia for preoperative
events extending back as much as four years.8 Impairment of the same
system may account for failure to form memories of current events while
drunk, during petit mal seizures, when sleep-walking, or after head
mjuries.

Retrograde amnesia for events before a head injury also occurs, as if a
"consolidation" period of time had been needed for them to become
fixed as memory traces. The older idea that endlessly reverberating
electrical circuits could act as memory stores seems untenable in view of
the fact that memories survive profound hypothermia and virtual cessation
of electrical activity in the brain.9
The consolidation of a memory trace can also be impaired by electro-

shock. Recallability of an event which occurred in the minute before
electric convulsion treatnent diminishes the nearer in time the event was
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to the E.C.T.10 Retrieval of old memories is also impaired by
E.C.T., but this is less so for verbal memories if the treatment
was given to the non-dominant hemisphere.1' There is thus,
even in man, a degree of localization for different modes of
memory, though this is less sharp than in the octopus, which
as Professor J. Z. Young describes in this week's B.M.J.
(page 647), has anatomically discrete systems for visual and
tactile memory.

Studies of E.C.T. given to rats have shown that the forma-
tion of a lasting memory trace actually takes several hours,
and they suggest that there are three memory storage pro-
cesses-an immediate memory store (as when we repeat a
telephone number to ourselves); a short-term storage process
which lasts several hours; and a memory trace which develops
slowly but is permanent.12
The same triumvirate have been inferred independently

from recent studies of the role of the synthesis of brain protein
in memory. In order to create a lasting memory trace it seems
we synthesize new forms or distributions of some cerebral
proteins. Professor Young suggests that what is synthesized
may help to weaken numerous inappropriate synaptic links,
but strengthening of a few appropriate links could equally be
proposed. The injection into a mouse of an inhibitor of pro-
tein synthesis can leave learning ability unimpaired and allow
new memories to form and persist three to six hours; yet it
prevents the formation of a permanent memory trace.'3

Modification of brain cells by learning is one of the most
exciting targets for current research. Increased synaptic
stimulation can cause increased synthesis of neuronal
ribonucleic acid (R.N.A.) ;14 sensory stimulation of the
infant rat can increase the number of spines that branch off
from cortical dendrites ;15 and an "enriched" or interesting
environment leads to a heavier brain with more glia.16 Older
ideas of a brain telephone-exchange made up of immutable
components have given way to a realization that the constitu-
ents of brain cells are constantly being renewed and endlessly
reshaped by experience.
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Salicylates and Malformations
The teratogenic properties of salicylates were first demon-
strated in 1959 by J. Warkany and E. Takacs.' They found
that injections of methyl or sodium salicylate into pregnant
rats resulted in a variety of malformations. But the dose
required to achieve even a small proportion of malformed
young was close to that which resulted in embryonic or even
maternal death, so that it seemed unlikely that salicylates
given to pregnant women in therapeutic doses would result
in malformations. Warkany himself, speaking at the Ciba
Symposium on Congenital Malformations in 1960, empha-
sized how cautious we should be in applying the results of
laboratory experiments in this field to the problem of human-
malformations, and added: " If we are not careful we rnay
hear very soon that aspirin causes malformations."2

It was not long before it was shown that in rats and mice
aspirin can indeed cause malformations,34 but it was also
shown that the equivalent human teratogenic dose would be
in the region of 30g. (on the assumption that human and rat
embryos are equally sensitive to the action of the drug).5
Since this is at least five times the maximum daily therapeutic
dose it did not seem that the possible teratogenicity of aspirin
need be viewed with much concern.

But a report by I. D. G. Richards from South Wales is
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less reassuring.6 This was based on a retrospective study of
833 women who had given birth to malformed children and
of an equal number of women matched for age, parity, social
class, area of residence, and date of delivery, whose preg-
nancies had resulted in living non-malformed children. Both
groups were interviewed by health visitors or local authority
medical officers, usually during the second month after
delivery. As is usual in inquiries of this type, a number of
positive associations between circumstances of pregnancy
and malformed births were found, but the event considered
by the author to be of most interest and possible importance
was the taking of salicylates in the first 16 weeks of preg-
nancy. This history was obtained from 22% of the mothers
of malformations and from only 14% of the control mothers.
The association was most marked for talipes and malforma-
tions of the alimentary tract and of the central nervous
system. The two groups of mothers showed much less
difference in the numbers who took salicylates after the 17th
week of pregnancy, the respective proportions being 28%
and 24%. The difference between mothers of affected and
control mothers was therefore twice as great in the first 16
weeks as it was in the remainder of pregnancy. Richards
considered that these results suggest "that either salicylates
have a teratogenic effect or that the conditions for which they
are given have such an action.''
The need for caution in the interpretation of retrospective

inquiries is now generally appreciated, especially when the
outcome of the pregnancy is known to the interviewer, as it
was in this study. A survey carried out in Finland,7 showed
that women gave reliable answers when questioned during the
fifth month of pregnancy about drugs they had taken since
they conceived, but were much less accurate when questioned
some time after delivery, a considerable number of "false
positive " answers being obtained. Furthermore the propor-
tion of false positive statements was higher for women whose
pregnancies had resulted in perinatal deaths or malformations
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